ABSTRACT In photogrammetry and remote sensing, image matching is a basic and crucial process for auto matic DEM generation. In this paper we presented a image relaxation matching method based on feature points. This method can be considered as an extention of regular grid point based matching. It avoids the shortcome of grid point based matching. For example, with this method, we can avoid low or even no texture area where errors frequently appear in cross correlaton matching. In the mean while, it makes full use o[ some mature techniques such as probability relaxation, image pyramid and the like which have already been successfully used in grid point matching process. Application of the technique to DEM generaton in different regions proved that it is more reasonable and reliable. KEYWORDS image matching; probability relaxation; feature point; digital surface model
Introduction
Up to now we have come a long way towards a better understanding of cross correlation matching, least square matching, area based matc- 
Matching approach
In our work, instead of grid point sampling, well-distributed feature point sampling is used.
To ensure the reliability of the matching results,
